
Finance systems eg PMS, BI/MI analytics CMS and matter management

Document management and knowledge systems 'Legaltech' and related eg document auto/assembly

Auto classification of

data and smart

insights to provide

value to the lawyer to

provide dashboards

with focused data for

the lawyer

Trusting the data

from multiple

systems

disenfranchises

the adoption of

feeding good data

Normalising the

data to a

Common Data

model and trust

for governance

Enriching

document/email

data has a risk of

providing too much

trust in the

computers not

getting it totally right

Maximise

throughput through

more effective

work allocation,

knowing people

and matter work

type data

Managing

information to

assist risk and

compliance and

better client

management and

reporting

Activity and task

management and a

menu card to assist

in work allocation

and diversification

of work

Data quality for assisting

in providing potential to

use AI more effectively

for estimation and

refining of costs for better

pricing and proposition to

support winning business

Enterprise

search tool

should not

overpromise

Search in

DM should

be fantastic

-� Lawyers want

to search on

metadata -

capture better

metadata

-� Controlling

governance of what

goes in the DM –

lack of consistency

of naming

conventions; version

control

Should be

user friendly

and intuitive 

Data quality

and

consistency

Marketing

says it’s

helpful, but

it isn’t 

Better data

governance Should all

fields be

mandatory? 

Eliminate

siloes

between DM

and other

systems

Speed of

insight and

push

notifications

Link Finance

with

Operational

systtems

Client debt

risk profiling,

prediction

and trends

Standardisation

of tool sets and

API

Automations

and cultural

transformation 

Pricing and

positioning of

projects

Usage of

SaaS for

savings and

scale

Multiple e-

billing tools

Mandatory

use of

technology

Management

information /

data

Mgmt info vs

employee

monitoring /

risk

Too many

tools

Integration

between tools

& impact on

data storage/

SI

Greater

acceptance

of Cloud

Tech

Lack of

interoperability 

KM: Encourage

people to follow

unified knowledge

processes - show

value of using

KM: Completely

integrate

knowledge

systems with

other relevant

systems

KM: Flexibility in terms

of input into

knowledge system,

strict accountability in

terms of output of

knowledge content/

system standards

Search:

Integrated,

faster, simpler

search all in

one place

KM: More and better

contextual

information against

documents; some

kind of contextual

reference database

beyond mere tagging

Integrate

systems to talk

each other

better another -

ie into pitch

process 

Automate the

admin around

matter inception

(only partial

possible

solution)

Structuring/

simplifying

data point

entry (300 too

many)

Have someone

dedicated to data

responsibility in

practice delivery

unit

Automated or

integrated way of

connecting CMS/

matter

management and

DMS

Greater

acceptance

of Cloud

Tech

System

providers

need

integration

Aligning

Business

objectives

with BI 

Better data

integration and

seemless visibility in a

toolset that is where

the lawyer wishes to

work in Outlook /

Word / Teams 

Identifying

Standard 

Create

scope for

innovation

Future-

looking

capabilities

rather than

historic

Lack of Data

standardization

- impacts

reporting 

Adoption -

multiple

tools/not

intuitive

Transition/

implementation

support

Knowing gaps in

data as much as

data that is

being leveraged

to provide

insights

Behaviours

and self-

editing

2

2
1

1

1

11

1 1

1

1

1

1

3 3

Briefing Frontiers 2023 event Mural Madness session
Proposition/challenge: Audience to put forward additions, changes, innovations or improvements to core IT platforms in 
their law firms. Challenge based on ‘Satisfaction with your firm’s core IT systems’ question in Briefing Frontiers 2023 research. 
Audience voting shown in red markers. Audience voted by tables of 8 people; each table had 3 votes to cast.


